
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Press Release 
 

HGHI Holding lets an area of 3.500 sqm in the Schultheiss Quartier 

to Movinga 

 
Berlin, July 17th 2017. Movinga, the successful moving company, moves into the 

Schultheiss Quartier with a space of approximately 3,500 sqm.  

 

 
In the newly constructed Schultheiss Quartier, which is realized by the project 

developer HGHI Holding GmbH, Movinga, the successful moving company, leases 

a space of 3,500 sqm 15,000 sqm of the altogether 54,000 sqm rental space on 

the former Schultheiss brewery’s plot are designed to become modern office 

space. With a modern equipment and a landmarked old building facade, the 

offices impress with a unique working atmosphere. The urbane offices are 

located in Berlin’s rising district Moabit. Also, owing to the advantageous 

connection to major traffic hubs like the main station, Zoologischer Garten as 

well as Potsdamer Platz the offices constitute an ideal workplace.  

 

 



At the location of the former, heritage-protected Schultheiss brewery a modern 

and innovative shopping experience, with more than 69,000 sqm gross floor area, 

30,000 sqm retail area, 150 shops including a food court and 10,000 sqm office 

space is created. Additionally, the Meininger Hotel will open with approximately 

300 rooms. An amount of 80 % of the spaces are already hired out. The distance 

from the location to the main station is only 2km. Also, the location is perfectly 

connected to public transportation owing to bus and metro lines nearby. Various 

anchor tenants, like Media Markt, dm, kaufland and Berliner Kaffeerösterei enrich 

the shopping experience. Also, the office spaces are already hired out for more 

than 70 %. The opening is scheduled for 2018.  

 

Concerning Movinga: 

 
Movinga is one of Europe’s leading online platforms for moving matters. By use 

of smart algorithms and through a large network of local associate businesses 

the tech company modernizes the moving industry. Movinga’s customers 

appreciate the easy online commissioning with high quality standards, while the 

forwarders benefit from a more efficient commission acquisition, deposition and 

billing. Movinga was established in May 2015 in Berlin and operates in Germany 

as well as France. Furthermore, the company won, beside Wolfgang Schäuble, 

the „Große Preis des Mittelstandes“, a price for medium-sized companies.  

 

Further information concerning HGHI Holding GmbH: 

HGHI Holding GmbH stands for professional maintenance of large-scale retail 

properties, efficient management at the highest level as well as the planning, 

design and realization of great visions. Beside the areas office, logistics and 

traffic the company offers a wide diversity of experience, also internationally, 

which already comprises more than 750,000 sqm of successfully leased 

commercial, residential and office space. The Mall of Berlin at Leipziger Platz 12, 

which opened in autumn 2014, is one of HGHI’s greatest and most popular 

projects.  
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